5 ways applications perform better
on Cisco UCS

Applications that run in the data center are essential and power incredible
new opportunities in the Internet of Everything (IoE). Yet as demand for
these applications grows, IT is often held back by disconnected
technology silos and overwhelming complexity. Here are five ways that
the Cisco Unified Computing System (Cisco UCS) addresses these
challenges with the radically simplified Cisco UCS servers.
Cisco UCS® with Intel®
Xeon® processors

1. Fabric-centric architecture
Cisco UCS is the industry’s first truly unified
system designed in such a way that server,
network, and storage access configuration can be
programmed and automated through the system’s
embedded management features. Customers
tuning system performance can reproduce their
adjustments rapidly and accurately on additional
servers with click-of-the-mouse simplicity.

2. Proven application
performance
Superior application performance on
Cisco UCS is more than a claim, it’s
simple fact, and validated by more
than a hundred world-record-setting
performance benchmarks. With intelligent
Intel Xeon processors, Cisco has repeatedly
demonstrated how well it runs physical,
virtualized, and cloud-computing workloads.

Cisco UCS
performance
benchmark results
Benchmarks include:
•

World-record CPU
performance

•

World-record database
performance

•

World-record enterprise
applications performance

•

World-record enterprise
middleware performance

•

World-record highperformance computing
(HPC) performance

3. Performance breadth
Although all vendors have access to the
same powerful Intel Xeon processors,
only Cisco UCS unleashes their power
to accelerate application performance.
Cisco UCS has demonstrated application
performance leadership by setting
records for raw CPU power, database
management systems, and HPC, among
many other benchmarks.

The Cisco innovative, fabric-centric solution provides industry-leading
application performance, lower-cost computing, and opportunities for real
IT innovation.

4. Application performance
with automation
Cisco UCS not only provides excellent
application performance but also an automated
configuration model that accelerates
deployment, makes performance predictable,
and increases IT productivity.

5. An understanding of enterprise
application requirements
Businesses today need solutions that incorporate server, network,
and storage resources that enable applications to perform and
scale effectively, with lower TCO. Cisco focuses on delivering highperformance solutions that are optimized to provide end-to-end
support for business applications.
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5 ways Microsoft applications run
better with Cisco UCS

Many companies have been trying to implement virtualization and cloud
computing initiatives but have been unable to do so. To help businesses
finally get over the hump, Cisco has teamed up with Microsoft to make IT
infrastructure more agile, simpler, and more efficient.
Cisco UCS®with Intel®
Xeon® processors

1. Uses cohesive designs
Cisco and Microsoft components are literally
made for each other. Cisco employs
pretested architectural design guides that
were developed to foster a highly secure,
optimized environment for your Microsoft
Exchange Server, SQL Server, SharePoint
Server, and private and hybrid cloud needs.

2. Scales to meet
business dynamics
Your IT delivery capabilities must be aligned
with the needs of your business if you
want to be competitive. The Cisco Unified
Computing System (Cisco UCS) server
portfolio helps you achieve this by unleashing
the full potential of virtualization with a highperforming, secure, and automated platform.

“I believe purchasing integrated systems from a particular provider adds
more value than buying the solutions separately and having to integrate
them yourself. The VSPEX platform has been fantastic for us.”
— Bob Lambrecht, director of IT, Fabick CAT

3. Lowers operating costs
A network and server infrastructure designed for virtualization and cloud
computing will reduce your TCO.
Cisco UCS Blade
Server Chassis

Cisco UCS Visual
Interface Cards

Arab Investment Bank
saved 70 percent on power,
cabling, and hardware.

Arab Investment Bank
saved 90 percent with Cisco
virtualization solutions.

70%

90%

Cisco UCS
Blade Servers

75%

Cassidy Turley saved
75 percent on hardware,
power, cooling, and heating.

4. Simplifies management
When you combine Microsoft System Center
and PowerShell with Cisco UCS Manager
and PowerTool, you can manage and
orchestrate your entire Cisco server and
networking infrastructure the same way that
you manage your Microsoft server and
application software.

Arab Investment Bank improved application performance by 85 percent.
— “Cisco in Your Data Center: The Optimal Infrastructure for Microsoft Environments and Applications,” Cisco.

5. Delivers world-class performance
Cisco UCS, in just 4 years, already has an impressive track record. Since
its introduction, it has netted more than a hundred world-record-setting
performance benchmarks, with results that were either first to market or
exceeded those set by vendors of existing systems.
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5 reasons Cisco UCS is the best
choice when migrating applications

It’s understandable to be risk averse when making major IT decisions with
critical business impact. When you make these kinds of decisions—such
as whether or not to change server vendors when migrating applications—
you need to be confident that the benefits of the new solution are
worth the risk.
Cisco UCS® with Intel®
Xeon® processors

1. Cisco UCS is an industryleading platform.
Inspired by customer needs amid a changing
application landscape, the Cisco Unified
Computing System (Cisco UCS) leads the
industry with a unified, application-centric
approach to computing. Cisco UCS is built on
a unique fabric-based architecture. It gives
you the capability to rapidly deliver applications
to users and the organization with industryleading application performance, lower cost of
computing, and real IT innovation.

2. Embedded
management means
automation and
orchestration.
The Cisco UCS management portfolio’s
policy-based, automated provisioning
capabilities accelerate time-to-value for
users while relieving IT of manual and
repetitive management tasks. As a result,
operating costs are reduced, efficiency
is improved, and resources are freed
for innovation.

The UCS management portfolio
includes:
• UCS Manager for single domain
• UCS Central for multiple UCS domains
• UCS Director for converged infrastructure
management, advanced data center
automation, and private and hybrid clouds

With Cisco UCS Manager software and Cisco service profiles,
deployment times are 77 percent faster than with HP solutions.

3. Get superior power efficiency.
Cisco UCS has excellent power-to-performance ratings
compared to solutions from other vendors. Using a unified
fabric and policy-based design, your IT staff can expand
or shrink applications quickly to get the highest level of
server utilization. This capability is what provides true
power efficiency in the data center and sets Cisco UCS
apart from the competition.

Cisco UCS can help save IT infrastructure costs, improve IT and end-user
productivity, and deliver faster time to market for infrastructure projects.

4. Reduce risk and
accelerate deployment.
Cisco UCS Integrated Infrastructure provides a
standardized infrastructure foundation from
which customers can rapidly deliver data center
applications, virtualized desktops, and cloud
computing services. Cisco accelerates your
transition to virtualization and cloud computing
with Cisco UCS and technology partners EMC,
NetApp, IBM, and Hitachi Data Systems (HDS).

5. Take advantage of our expertise.
Whether you are a large organization with an extensive and capable IT
staff or a smaller organization, when you work with Cisco you don’t need
to worry about handling an application migration by yourself. Although you
probably could, having us handle it allows your IT staff to handle other
initiatives that will add more business value.
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